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F.A.Q. (continued)

Kwalu Wainscot Paneling

 11.  Q: Are there any areas in which Kwalu wainscot  
   paneling should not be used?
  A: Yes. Avoid using Kwalu wainscot paneling systems  
   in any area where dramatic temperature gradi- 
   ents, in excess of 20°F, will be experienced, or 
   in glazed areas subjected to direct sunlight for  
   extended periods. This can cause the materials 
   to expand and contract to the point where the  
   adhesive may be compromised. Moist/wet envi-
   ronments are also not suitable for wainscot 
   paneling applications as particle board compo-
   nents tend to be incompatible with high moisture  
   levels.

 12.  Q: What adhesive is recommended for applying  
   Kwalu wainscot paneling?
  A: Kwalu recommends the use of Loctite PowerGrab  
   construction adhesive, in catridge/tube form.  
   PowerGrab is available for purchase at most   
   home improvement retail outlets, is easily applied  
   with a standard caulk gun, and can be cleaned  
   with a damp cloth. 

 13.  Q: What information do I need to order Kwalu  
   wainscot paneling systems?
  A: You must know the style of wainscot paneling you  
   would like, the color or wood grain pattern, the  
   overall linear footage to be covered, the height to  
   which you would like to cover the walls, the num- 
   ber of end trims (one at each stopping point, such  
   as a doorway), inside corners and outside corners,  
   and what degree angle the corners are, which hor- 
   izontal components you would like, and whether  

   you would like the wood grain pattern in the pan- 
   els to run vertically or horizontally. Consult your  
   local Kwalu representative or review the How to  
   Order instructions (below) for complete ordering  
   instructions.

 14.  Q: How much extra material should I order to  
   allow for scrap and waste?
  A: Kwalu will automatically add 10% to the linear  
   footage you specify. This effectively results in the  
   inclusion of approximately 10% extra units of all  
   components, with the exception of end trims and  
   corners, which are supplied in the exact quantity  
   you specify. Our experience shows that this is the  
   optimal provision for additional material to cover  
   the typical amount of waste and scrap in an aver- 
   age installation.

 15.  Q: How does Kwalu’s warranty compare to   
   those offered by competitors?
  A: Kwalu offers a full, unlimited “bumper-to-bumper”  
   10-year warranty on both the construction and 
   finish of all products. Competitors offer limited 
   5-year warranties, and they only cover defects cre- 
   ated in the manufacturing process of the product.  
   Their warranties do not cover the performance of  
   the product at all. Once you pay for their products,  
   you own them and will pay to replace whatever  
   breaks. In contrast, when you buy Kwalu products,  
   you are getting a dedicated partner that will   
   respond to and resolve any problems you might  
   have, for the next decade.  Please refer to Terms  
   and Conditions for full details of warranty.

 1. Choose the desired wainscot paneling style: St. James, Shaker, SoHo or Oxford.
 2. Specify the overall height of the system.
 3. Select the individual components desired.
 4. Specify the distance between stiles: 24" or 48".
 5. Specify the height of the base rail (3", 4", 6" or 8") and whether it is grooved or plain.
 6. Specify the height of the top rail (3", 4", 6" or 8") and whether it is grooved or plain.
 7. Specify the exact number of end trims, occurring at every point at which the system comes to a stop.
 8. Specify the exact number of inside and outside corners, and the angle of each: 90°, 135°, or custom angle. An up  
  charge may apply for custom corners.
 9. Specify the total overall length, in feet, of the wainscot system you require. We will add 10% to this number (multiply  
  by 1.1) to allow for scrap produced during the installation, then round that total up to the next nearest unit of meas- 
  urement for each horizontal component (increments of 12 feet for all except rail caps which are 8 feet) or panel   
  (increments of 4 feet).
 10. Specify the wood grain color required.
 11. Specify if the wainscot system will be covering any curved or arced walls. If yes, you must provide us with the follow- 
  ing information for each individual curved section required: 
        a. Length in feet
   b. Whether the arc is inside (“concave” – apex farther away than edges) or outside (“convex” – apex closer than  
    edges)
            c. The radius of the arc in feet and inches (Note: minimum radius allowable is 10 feet).
 12. Specify if you would like Kwalu to perform the installation, or if an independent installer will be used.
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